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Fond of the sunshine, all the blessed breeze, 
Now sheltered in the fold of kind Kindred. 
Where kindred sit upon her wide, wide. 
Two friends call you; health and heart's sunshine. 
They wish you — can you guess his name? {

We from this happy work date our good will, {
Not from Elysian plains, from heaven above hill, 
Ecclesiastical poets, painters all ably fine, 
Keep company with you: Shakespeare, Byron, 
Chambers, Bellamy, Scott, and great King James of Scotland, writing now, and many more whose very names do glow: 
May Dante too; still, let's misunderstand. To understand, some might grumble.
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“eschew vain boasting and vain imaginations, eschew what flatters in us the common and ignoble, and approve things that are truly excellent.”

Matthew Arnold